Mental Health Facilitator,
Speaker & Author

About Me

I’ve lived with depression, anxiety and OCD, for over 20 years.
Sounds like a lifetime, right? That’s because it is. My journey has been long,
colourful and tumultuous but I have learned so much along the way! Lived
experience teaches you skills and gives you knowledge and wisdom that you
can’t find in a book or classroom. Jones Mental Health workshops focus on the
crucial parts of dealing with your mental health that nobody tells you about.
Things you can only learn by doing and failing and getting back up again. It’s
been a hard time for everyone and traumatic for many of us. Let’s get started on
healing and planning how we’ll all get through this together.
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With depression, anxiety & OCD

In mental health &
healthcare

OF EDUCATION
Master of Social Work (2023)
Bachelor of Science in
Psychology, Neuroscience and
Behaviour

Workshops

Signature Workshops

With no one providing a clear path for addressing

Mental Health 101

mental health concerns, many of us are left to make it

Student Mental Health

on our own. My workshops focus on the nitty gritty of

Black Mental Health

getting the help you need to manage your mental

Leadership & Mental Health

health. They not only give you personal and relatable
stories about mental illness but also useful and

Testimonials

tangible tips and advice, and of course, a few

"Stephanie's honest, practical, sometimes funny

optimistic laughs.

and always real stories about her struggles with

Topics include

mental health and the mental health system
resonates with listeners of all ages. If you’re

How to find a therapist you actually like

looking for a speaker who can smash through

Different types of therapy

the stigma around talking about mental health

Building a mental health support team

issues, Stephanie is an excellent choice!"

How to support your loved ones
Cognitive distortions & psychoeducation
Mental health & ambition

Program Coordinator
Bachelor of Public Relations
Humber College

Stigma & intergenerational trauma...and more!
WWW.JONESMENTALHEALTH.COM

Testimonials
"During a time of social and political unrest,
Stephanie’s message of resiliency and overcoming
was much needed by all. She was authentic and
relatable, which allowed her to connect well with our
audience of Caribbean families."
Co-Founder & Director
The Backpack Project

Past Clients

"I was grateful to work with Stephanie on
organizing a mental health webinar geared
towards BIPOC employees. She was respectful,
insightful and thorough. I was impressed at her
preparedness and the level of detail and
relevant/recent examples presented. I would
absolutely recommend her!"
Director
The Walrus Lab

COMING FALL 2022

Thank You!
Contact
Connect with me if you are interested in
booking workshops, collaborations,
events, speaking engagements,
interviews, or panel appearances.
jonesbscprc@gmail.com
www.jonesmentalhealth.com

StephJonesBsc
stephaniejonesmentalhealth

Have a listen

